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Telkonet EcoInsight Thermostat
The EcoInsight is a programmable controllable thermostat with over 125 configurable 
settings used to control the efficiency of HVAC systems. The EcoInsight provides  
unparalleled compatibility across HVAC systems, and is easily installed on package 
terminal air conditioners, fan coils, heat pumps, split systems, and more.

Telkonet EcoSwitch
Intelligent Lighting Control for Increased Efficiency With the appearance of a traditional 
light switch and powerful energy management capabilities, the EcoSwitch is an essential 
addition to a comprehensive building efficiency strategy. The EcoSwitch stops the flow of 
electricity to lights; conserving electricity that would have been wasted on an  
unoccupied space. The EcoSwitch is simple; it operates as a standard light switch,  
yet it has sophisticated energy management and reporting capability. 

Telkonet EcoGuard
The EcoGuard, a flexible device to monitor and control power to outlets, helps provide a 
complete in-room energy management solution. EcoGuard also combats “energy vam-
pires.” Energy vampires, or devices on standby power, are products that use power when 
turned off but are still plugged into a power outlet. On a national basis, standby power 
accounts for more than 100 billion kilowatt hours of annual U.S. electricity consumption 
and more than $10 billion in annual energy costs. The EcoGuard completely disconnects 
devices from the power supply, preventing lights and other in-room electronics from 
needlessly consuming energy.

Telkonet EcoCentral
EcoCentral Virtual Engineer offers a wealth of convenient features,  
including granular EcoSmart device control, cloud-based data backup,  
and the ability to process raw data into 25 usable, actionable reports.

At the foundation of guest facing technology is the optimization of operational  
efficiency and to compliment the customer experience. SmartCon’s collaboration 
with technology manufacturers provide the hospitality industry with a complete  
solution to occupancy based room control integrations.

The SmartCon & Premium Products Alliance;  
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For more information on pricing, installation, the estimated  
savings /ROI and additional integrations please call or  
e-mail info@smartconsolutions.com


